Pavlov Institute of Physiology Russian Academy of Sciences (scientific and research center «Biological and Social Foundations of Inclusion») with support from two Russian–Norwegian projects conducts a kick–off working seminar, dedicated to the discussion of approaches to interdepartmental interaction in early aid to children and families (habilitation) and inclusion, and also possibilities of scientific – practical collaboration in this field.

Russian–Norwegian projects B1804 and B1805, supported by Ministry of Health of Norway / Barents program on healthcare and administrated of University Hospital of North Norway, are directed towards creating a sustainable system of decentralized professional support on the issues of mental health for the population of the Arkhangelsk region and an Advisory network on rehabilitation and habilitation.

In the seminar will participate specialists from:

• Norway – director of the National Center on orphan (rare) diseases, director of National Center on neuromuscular diseases, staff members and Habilitation services of University Hospital of North Norway, special education teachers of resource primary school for children with autism spectrum disorders (from 6 to 12 years);
• Arkhangelsk and Arkhangelsk region – representatives for psychiatric service of support to children with autism; staff members of social center «Skvorushka» of Velsk municipality, staff members and students of SAFU named by M.V. Lomonosov; director and specialists of correctional center «Azimuth»;
• Different organizations of St. Petersburg.

Meetings will have different locations – at Pavlov Institute of Physiology RAS and at the organizations – partners of research and education center «Biological and Social Foundation of Inclusion». More accurate information will be posted on the website of Pavlov Institute of Physiology RAS after the October 1, 2019.
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